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Upcoming Events for December
♦

December 2

Unevent (R)

Raven's Cove

Jacksonville, NC

♦

December 9

Ides of Winter Yule Ball

Bright Hills

Towson, MD

♦

December 16

Winter Solstice

Sacred Stone

Lincolnton, NC

Upcoming Events for January
♦

January 6

InterBaronial TwelfthNight

Marinus

Suffolk, VA

♦

January 27

Midwinter’s Dance

Lochmere

Severna Park, MD

Upcoming Events for February
♦

February 3

Winter University

Baelfire Dunn Claremont, NC

♦

February 17

A Day in the Middle East

Dun Carraig

Mechanicsville, MD

♦

February 24

Tournament of Love and Beauty II

Ponte Alto

Leesburg, VA

Upcoming Events for March
♦

March 3

Kingdom A&S Festival

Marinus

Chesapeake, VA

♦

March 17

Highland Hoffla

Highland Foorde

Hagerstown, MD

♦

March 23-25

Birthday & Investiture

Tir-y-Don

Lanexa, VA

♦

March 31

Defending the Gate VI

Sudentorre

Fredericksburg, VA
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From the Seneschal:
Hello, Citizens of Dun Carraig.
Please take a few moments and read over this letter. It is my Seneschal’s vision
for the next few months/years. If you have any question after reading this, feel free
to call me. A new day is upon us here in Southern Maryland. It is time for us to
take a new approach to the business of this barony. In the past we have been able to
carry on as a family organization but those days are gone. As the seneschal I am
changing the dynamic of the business of the group. The officers will run the dayto-day operations that allow the group to exist in the real world and in the SCA.
We will handle the mundane decisions and legal requirements set forth by Corpora
and the world at large. We will keep the citizenry aware of what we are doing. In
the event a situation arises where the entire barony is needed to make a decision, we
will put it out to the group that their input is requested. These situations should be
few and will include things like spending any amount over 300 dollars or deciding
to host an event. Most other problems that arise will be handled by the officer
corps. The business meetings will be held the same day as in the past but the forum
has changed. The officers will report on the state of their offices and agenda items
will be discussed in a very orderly manner. If an issue is not on the agenda by the
Friday before the meeting, it will not be discussed at the business meeting. The
purpose of these changes it to free the citizenry from the mundanity that is the
business of the Dun Carraig branch of SCA inc. It will allow everyone to
concentrate on PLAYING THE GAME OF THE SCA. This will grant the
everyday Scadian the chance to do the things they enjoy in this game and not worry
about the rest. If you find you really want to be a part of the business of running
the barony, become a deputy. There are many openings, and your help is needed. I
am excited about the beginnings of this new forum and look forward to serving the
group as long as it needs me. Again, if there are any questions regarding the new
business concept, call me. My number is 1-410-474-2956
Serving Dun Carraig,
Tom Conti-Seneschal
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The Dream
By Lord Alsandair O’Caoindealbhain
(This essay was the winning entry in the contest sponsored by Laird Muirghen Rhuadh at
Baronial Birthday. The topic was: Do we live the dream, and what does that mean to you?)
What is the dream to me?
The dream is a place where I fit in. It was hard growing up being the different one on class. I
was considered nerdy for liking history. I was considered girly for having an interest in
embroidery and cross stitch. I was picked on teased for wanting to take home economics so I
could learn how to cook and how to bake. I was uncool for actually wanting to read. The SCA is
a place where I’m not considered to be odd for being interested in any of these things. Here, the
things that made me an outcast in my youth, are the things that allow me to fit in.
The dream is to me, growth as a person. In my youth, being an outcast meant that I didn’t really
have a chance to develop social skills. I was socially inept and was quite frankly unable to make
more than a few friends at a time. Even then the friends I made were not so much friends, but
people who were like me…fellow outcasts. When I joined the SCA in my younger days I started
meeting people that shared common interests and experiences. These first encounters allowed me
to develop the skills that allowed me to join a conversation in stead of being afraid of it.
The dream is improvement. The society brings out the better side of my nature. It allowed me to
explore ideas and concepts that are sadly lacking in the modern era. I find myself to be more
even tempered and tolerant than I was before. The dream encourages me to explore and to learn
and to take that knowledge and help make the dream that much better.
The dream is fellowship. Within the dream, I find I have friends who are from the opposite
walks of life from me that have more in common with me, than many of my fellow IT
professionals. The dream points out interesting and wonderful people from walks of life whom
I’d likely never consider making their acquaintances otherwise. We all have our differences, but
our belief in the dream gives us a stronger bond than any other activity I’ve ever participated in.
A line from the song “I’m going to go back there some day.” From the Muppet Movie finally
made sense to me when I joined the SCA. “There’s not a word yet, for old friends who’ve just
met.”
Do we live the dream?
Right now Dun Carriag is in a bit of a dark time, but I think that the dream isn’t dead. It never
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really dies. The dream is too strong. If the dream wasn’t, then we wouldn’t have joined
the SCA in the fist place. It’s what made the SCA catch our eye in the first place, made
us go to our first meeting and finally to our first event where everyone else who shares
the dream made us feel welcome and let us stay within the dream.
The dream however can be clouded at times. Sometimes the dark clouds are mundane
in origin, other times it’s from within the society. The day comes where one asks
themselves why are they doing this, why is this worth it. The dream fades into the haze
as ill-remembered images of past times with good company, but it’s always there.
People deal with the fading of the dream in different ways. Some leave the SCA, others
plod along going through the motions.
But there is hope, there is always hope. People who leave carry a part of the dream with
them and many of them find their way back to the society. Years pass and they see a
fighter practice or a demo and they re-acquaint themselves with old friends and the new
faces. The dream suddenly becomes clear and the embers buried under a mound of ash
flares up and the fire burns anew.
The people who stay and plod along see a change for the better and it reawakens hope.
They stop going through the motions and start contributing to the group just a little bit
at first, but as they see things getting better and that the light at the end of the tunnel
isn’t an oncoming train they do a little more.
I think we all want to live the dream. Stories from Pennsic indicate to me that we all
can get along together and can share the dream. In Dun Carraig’s case I feel that the
shadow cast upon the dream comes from a little bit of a loss of that sense of fun and
wonderment in the SCA. It’s been meeting, meeting, planning, meeting, meeting, more
planning, with the odd event scattered in there for good measure. I’ve only been here
for just shy of a year but so far, the only fun that the barony has had as a group has
been the Pennsic before I arrived and the Pennsic that just ended. The simple fact that
everyone was hospitable to people wandering into the camp, that everyone chipped in
for the meal plan and the cooking and cleaning, all proves to me that the dream isn’t
dead and that it is possible for us to have fun as a group. We just need to find a way to
have some of that fun in between the Pennsic Wars to help turn us around, clear the
smoke from the air, let us see and enjoy the dream again.
I’m one of a third group of people that I didn’t mention above. I’m one of the people
who in spite of the clouds never lose sight of the dream. I cling onto it with the tenacity
of stakes trying to keep its tent from blowing away. I have been in dark times in other
Baronies and it has always corrected itself. Like the tent stakes I know that the wind
can’t blow forever and if I can hang on just a little while longer it’ll stop and we can
tighten things down again. If we all just hang on and make the first steps towards
mending the fences and shoring up the lines we can weather this storm and come
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through in the end.
It’s not too late to reverse the damage. It’s never too late if we really care about the
dream.
Lord Alsandiar O’Caoindealbhain
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Baronial Business Meeting
The December business meeting will be held Tuesday, December
5th at 7:30 PM, at the Southern Maryland Higher Ed Center in
California. **Directions Note: Take Airport Road, not Airport View
Road. Full directions are posted on the web page.

Baronial Business Meeting
Minutes
November 7th, 2006

Old Business
Birthday

A report on Baronial Birthday was given by Adriana Michaels:
We still need:

-Volunteers for troll
-Volunteers to serve feast
-Volunteers for set up and clean up
-Folks to help load kitchen gear Thursday at archery
Schedule and such:
Complete schedule is on the web page.
Set Up: Friday, meet on site at 11:00
Saturday, meet on site at 8:00.
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Site closes at 10:00. (Note: if we're not totally whipped afterwards, it might be fun to
go out for a snack of some sort--any place in Waldorf open that late?)

Halloween Demo at Anne Marie Gardens

A report on the Halloween demo was presented by Alex.
Demo went well, no major problems.

It generated 6 contacts that filled out the form; Alex has sent intro emails and such and
started contact with them.
A lot more than that stopped and took flyers; unfortunately, some took the flyers that
they were supposed to fill out with their contact info. Alex is going to redo the form,
with multiple contacts on single page that stays on a clipboard

One major problems was the location. People were generally hurrying through to get to
next candy station. Next year we’re going to try to get open area at the end, to set up a
bigger demo area where people could stop in and chat rather than rushing on. We
could also see about one of the open areas along the trail.

Overall, Alex stated that the demo was worth it: minimal effort and very good
community outreach, since Halloween in garden is one of the biggest revenue generators
for local holiday food basket.
We won a golden pumpkin for best booth or costumes and made the Calvert County
Paper.
Performing the demo next year was discussed at the officers’ meeting, and there was
support for doing it again. More planning will take place as it gets closer.
Middle Eastern Event

A report on the Middle Eastern event was presented by Lore.
-We have our first pre-registration.

-We have two teachers as definite, another as tentative, one definite competition
sponsor, another tentative.
-The deposit has been given to church.
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-If there is not an event at the church Friday, we can get in in the evening; we will have
to check closer to the event.
-Lore will get copy of the contract to Theron.

-Theron has been in contact with their majesties; they are planning on coming and
planning to stay for the whole event.

-We will need to have some workshops to paint wallhangings (dates pending, after
birthday, so nov/dec time frame maybe.) Info will be on the email list when it’s
available.

New Business
Unevent:

A lot of officers are planning on going to Unevent, so we’re discussing carpooling and
sharing hotel rooms and such.
Molly bragged that she was not an office and thus doesn’t have to got to Unevent.
The next officers meeting will be at unevent, since most of the officers will be there.

Future Baronial Meetings:

It was decided to hold future baronial meetings at SMHEC, aside from ones after events.
Seneschals Statement:

Officers’ meeting on Friday went well. Officers as a group are starting to gel nicely.

Business meetings used to be an open town hall format. This will be changing, since our
numbers have grown and that format is no longer effective. Major items will still be
brought to business meetings(do we want to do an event, money items over $300), but
other items will be dealt with by the officers at officers meetings. This way people can
enjoy playing the game more. People’s opinions are still valued, but the business
meeting is for running the mundane business of the barony.
If you want anything on the agenda, get in touch with Theron when he asks for it, so
that it is on the agenda. If Theron does not have it by the officers’ meeting, it will not
be on the business meeting agenda.
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Officers’ Reports
Seneschal

The seneschal report to kingdom isn’t due yet; Theron will get help to do it when it is
due.
The issue of a baronial shed will be brought up at the December meeting.
Theron is keeping the list fence at his house.

It was discussed where baronial kitchen gear was going; it may be going to kiri as she is
cooking at the next event.
At investiture, baronial regalia and such goes to the new B&B.

Theron will get with Mathias and Jonathus to get an idea on how much space the
baronial gear takes up, so that potential BnBs can plan space that they need.
There’s no new info about polling. Letters of intent are in, but we will not know
anything until after Unevent…at least that is the current word.

Exchequer

The Exchequer 3rd Quarter Report was balanced, finished, and turned in on time to the
MD Regional Exchequer.
I paid Alex $47.15 for the candy for the Halloween Demo. I also paid Alex $7.09 for
general Castellan supplies.
I paid Kier $14.64 for general MoM supplies.

I paid Theron $50 for general Baronial supplies.

The balance due on the site fees for Birthday has been paid, that was $550.
The deposit on the site for ADITME has been paid, that was $200.

I’m still working with those who have funds approved for them for spending but that
haven’t been spent yet. Still waiting on Theron regarding the List Fence ($40
approved); Theron regarding the baronial tent repair ($20 approved); & Mathias
regarding general Quartermaster supplies for loaner gear and kitchen supplies ($75
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approved). Minna & Muirghen donated the water bottles for Chirurgeon supplies
(thank you).

I’m Head Troll for Birthday. If you would like to help out, please please do so. You
will need to contact me ahead of time to take the class with me if you haven’t already
done so.
We have $2,371.28 in our account at this time.

Chronicler

Publication Schedule Clarification:
Kingdom policy requires publishing by the 25th of the preceding month, so that
everyone has the month's issue in hand by the start of the month. Because our meetings
are at the beginning of the month, and I had been asked to put the newsletter out 7-10
days after the meeting (this was from Bozhana, not kingdom policy), the "November"
newsletter comes out mid-October with the October minutes.
Officer Letters
Looking back at old Notes, I’ve seen a lot of great letters from baronial officers; it
would be fabulous to get letters from B&B (after investiture) and officers. We don't
necessarily need something from every officer every month, but would be nice to have a
piece from B&B (again, after investiture) and seneschal, and anyone else who wants to
address the group.

Knight Marshal

Cathal was unable to attend, but his report was presented by Lore:

When fighters come to practice in December, bring blue cards so waiver list can be
redone.
The request for Cathal to become knight marshal has made it up to kingdom.
Cathal would like to get heavy and rapier to do drills during practice

M.O.M.

Gwenllian is finishing up stuff to get ready for birthday.
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She finally tracked down someone higher up, spoke to new dean of pages, has
permission to teach page classes and pages can get credit.

She still needs prizes for older kids and wouldn’t mind some more suggestions for the
scavenger hunt.
For Day in the Middle East, Gwenllian has lots of activities planned.
She has a teacher for a kids’ class.

Adriana will teach the service page class at Middle Eastern.

Gwenllian has permission to teach any page level class, especially the core classes, since
they have not been taught in the area in a while.
Molly will be teaching the pages’ courtliness class at Birthday.

There’s also service and A&S as part of the core; Gwenllian will be trying to have one
taught at each upcoming event.

M.O.L.

Lore will be MOLing for Birthday. She has the formats, will be printing out forms, and
will bring chiurgeon, MOL, and waterbearing banners.
We have marshals organized for the event.

“Chirurgeon”

Minna does not have a sponsoring chiurgeon for Birthday, so if she doesn’t have one for
event, she will be head waterbearer instead. She has details for birthday planned (food
for fighters, waterbearing supplies), needs waterbearers.
Minna wants to set up a Red Cross training; she will check into it, and let people know.
This will probably be early in December

Webminister

Matthew presented his report as webminister:

A few reminders and notes:
-If you find problems on the webpage...bad links, typos, incorrect information, let me
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know so I can get them fixed.
-If you do not have access to the members login section of the website and would like
it, get in touch with me and I can get that set up. Likewise, let me know if you don't
have a phone book entry and want one.
-If you are having problems logging into the members only section and you try resetting
the password and it doesn't show up, double check to make sure it isn't in your spam
folder. If it doesn't show up or doesn't work, let me know and I can reset the login
password.
-Let me know of ideas and suggestions you have for the webpage, things you would like
to see, things you don't want to see. Also, if there are other webpages you like designwise, let me know, so I have a better idea what sorts of things people like and don't like.

MOAS

Muirghen presented his report as MOA&S:

Greetings. We are entering another season and it is a good time to refresh ourselves on
the arts and increase our collective knowledge. I have the following classes planned so
far:
♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

♦
♦

Psyanky Eggs will be taught by Lady Massara at Muirghen and Minna's home in
early Dec.10 I am looking at dates on a weekend so that enough time can be
devoted

Behaviour, decorum and courtesy in the Modern Middle Ages to be taught by
Lord Theron and geared to the fighter and new member. Old members my wish to
sit in on this as well! Dec 17 at Theron's home
Arrow Making, a work shop. taught by Muirghen at Muirghen and Minna's
home. Will be in January and likely on a weekend. Need attendees in advance for
materials

Middle Eastern Customs for Court and Feast Taught by Baroness Mary Isabelle
of Heatherstone will be in early Feb prior to the event in Feb.

Middle Eastern Costume Taught by Baroness Mary Isabelle of Heatherstone Jan
9 at Molly and Erwin's home
How to Research a Feast TBD

Falconry taught by Muirghen and Minna at Muirghen and Minna's home in Mar
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I am looking for more topics and instructors.

Chesapeake still has our art on file for the red baronial t-shirts. They ares 7.75 a piece,
for an order of 25. Let Muirghen know if you want a t-shirt. They’ll take a few weeks
to come in after the order is placed.

Castellan

Alisander presented his Castellan’s report:

Had one request for information from a former member of Dun Carraig on behalf of a
friend living in our borders. Sent out several e-mails to the woman and have yet to hear
back. I sent an inquiry to the original sender in the hope to find out if we’re not
interested, or if my e-mail is getting lost in the spam filter.

Halloween in the Garden demo. Held it on schedule and it went off without any major
hitches. The event generated six definite contacts that filled out the forms. I have sent
out the introductory e-mails and I await response. Other than those six contacts, we had
several more people stop in and talk with us and were interested who didn’t fill out the
contact form but took it instead. Meaning I have to rework the form slightly. The event
was good exposure for us with a minimum of effort and should be considered for next
year. However this run of the event left us with some points that we need to try and
improve for next year.

Thoughts on next year. The event was great, but being on a narrow path where children
are all but cattle-prodding their parents to go to the next booth handing out candy
meant that we were a bit limited on the time we had to spend with potential newcomers.
What I would like to try to see if we can do is to get the very last booth space next year
that opens out to the food court area. If we could setup an encampment and be able to
show more of the SCA in action in an area where people are no longer being rushed, we
could have more time on target with interested people.
Failing that we could try and request some of the spaces that are more open so we can
setup a mini-encampment and let people come off the trail for a few minutes.

Special thanks go out to the following people for helping setup and run the demo or for
just popping in and saying “Hi!”
Gwenllian
Muirghen and Minna
Matthew and Adrianna
Kiri
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Theron, Kaolin and little Matthew
Elizabeth, Raymond and AJ
Rose and Adenwald
Plans are in the works for Newcomer’s meetings once we start having an influx of
people.

Plans are also in the works for doing more targeted demos instead of the generic demo.
Halloween in the Garden was targeted to show off the Family Friendly trend that our
M.o.M. is trying to foster. I’d like to try to do an A&S Demo at a local craft store (the
market next to Sakura’s in Prince Frederick for example), fighting demos at the local
colleges and on the military base, etc.
Quartermaster

Working on containers. Have some items of loaner armor
that need to be repaired. Looking for new home for baronial kitchen
gear and other stuff currently being stored at B&B's. Any takers??
Herald

Tracking several submissions from folks at Pennsic. Some have
already left kingdom. Any new submissions are encouraged.
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Baronial Regnum
Thegn and Banthegn
Jonathas Reinisch and Amalia Kunne
c/o James and Heather Kriebel
8635 Napping Place
Welcome, MD 20693
(301) 392-0126 (NLT 10:00pm)
Seneschal

Lord Theron Andronikos
c/o Tom Conti
714 Pioneer Trail
Lusby, MD 20657
(410)394-0973
Seneschal@DunCarraig.net

BnB@DunCarraig.net

Chancellor of the Exchequer

Lady Serena of Dun Carraig
c/o Bobbi Sprouse
22694 Athlone Drive
Great Mills, MD 20634
(301) 994-0981
Exchequer@DunCarraig.net
Deputy: Matthew of Summerdale

Chronicler

Adriana Michaels
c/o Kelly Keck
17826 Piney Point Rd
Tall Timbers, MD 20690
(301) 576-0561
(NLT 9:00 PM)
Chronicler@DunCarraig.net
Deputy: Lord Alsandair
O'Caoindealbhain
Herald

Mathias von Oldenburg
c/o Jim Sprouse
22694 Athlone Dr
Great Mills, MD 20634
(301) 994-0981
Herald@DunCarraig.net
Deputy: Lord Theron Andronikos
Castellan

Alisandair O’Caoindealbhain
c/o Alex Kenlon
23415 Three Notch Road
Suite 2008, PMB 205
California, MD 20619
301-769-1705
Chatelaine@DunCarraig.net

Mistress of Minors

Gwenllian Anwyld
c/o Kier Kenlon
23415 Three Notch Road
Suite 2008, PMB 205
California, MD 20619
(301)769-1705
MoM@DunCarraig.net
Deputy: Adriana Michaels
Knight Marshal

Lord Cathal MacLean
c/o Shane Foster
3184 Calvert Blvd.
Lusby, MD 20657
(410) 326-5390
KnightMarshal
@DunCarraig.net
Minister of Arts & Sciences

Minister of the Lists

Laird Muirghen Rhuadh
c/o Hank Steinfeld
44721 Emma Lane
Hollywood, MD
(301) 373-9729
MOAS@DunCarraig.net
Deputy: Mistress Minowara Kiritsubo no
Ason

Lady Lore Bubeck
c/o Laurie Foster
3184 Calvert Blvd.
Lusby, MD 20657
(410) 326-5390
MOL@DunCarraig.net

Rapier Champion: Lord Theron
Andronikos

Archery: Jonathas Reinisch,
Archery@DunCarraig.net

Armored Champion: Baron Erwin
Bloodaxe

Rapier: Muirghen Rhuadh
Rapier@DunCarraig.net

A&S Champion: Lady Lore Bubeck

Thrown Weapons: Muirghen Rhuadh
ThrownWeapons@DunCarraig.net

Baronial Champions:

Archery Champion: Laird Muirghen
Rhuadh

Baronial Marshalate:

Kingdom Regnum
Their Royal Majesties

Their Royal Highness

Ragnarr Blackhammer and Anneke Raudhe
c/o Charles Kane and Manya Greene
911 Nottingham Drive, #23, Gastonia, NC
28054
(704) 678-8629 and (704) 877-1452
King@atlantia.sca.org
Queen@atlantia.sca.org

Lucius Aurelius Valharic and Arielle the
Golden
c/o Thomas Noble and Courtney Hester
8910 Goldfields Drive, Charlotte, NC 28227
Phone: (704) 499-8431
prince@atlantia.sca.org
princess@atlantia.sca.org

Kingdom Seneschal

Baroness Fiona MacLeod
c/o Andrea Davis
916 South Church Street, Gastonia, NC
28054
Phone: (704) 678-2133
seneschal@atlantia.sca.org
Kingdom Chirurgeon

Lady Gwenhwyvar Ywein
c/o Jennifer Christensen
7520 Oskaloosa Terrace, Rockville, MD 20855
Phone: (301) 840-9763
exchequer@atlantia.sca.org
Kingdom Chronicler

Lady Ren Morgane
c/o Andrea Suplee
4552 Southland Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22312
Phone: (703) 333-2762
chirurgeon@atlantia.sca.org

Lord Otto von Schwyz
c/o Tim White
12828 Cheverly Drive
Huntersville, NC 28078
Phone: (704) 947-6932
chronicler@atlantia.sca.org

Jarl Timoch Haakonson
c/o Tim Prickett
453 Mayfield Place
Newport News, VA 23608
(757) 833-3139
earlmarshal@atlantia.sca.org

Lord Eógan mac Ailpein
c/o Gene Bonair
5105 Little Beaverdam Rd.
Holly Springs, NC 27540
(919) 577-3913
herald@atlantia.sca.org

Kingdom Earl Marshal

Kingdom Chancellor of the
Exchequer

Triton Principal Herald

Kingdom Mistress of the
Lists
Lady Adeliza of Bristol
c/o Anna-Marie Smith
Box 1448
Candler, NC 28715
(828) 667-2629
mol@atlantia.sca.org
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Kingdom Clerk of the Signet

Master Tristan Alexander
c/o Tristan Alexander
1245 Cherrytown Road Westminster, MD 21158
Phone: (401) 346-7719
signet@atlantia.sca.org
Kingdom Minister of Arts and
Sciences
Mesterinde Karen
Larsdatter
c/o Karen Harris
19942 Upland Terrace
Ashburn, VA 20147
(703) 858-5664
moas@atlantia.sca.org

